Abstract. In this paper we show that to improve existing radiometric methods to estimate path-integrated cloud liquid water, the physical approximations commonly used concerning the direct model have to be reconsidered. In fact, even if the problem that consists in deducing the brightness temperatures from atmospheric quantities is rigorously solved (for a nonscattering atmosphere) by means of the radiative transfer equation, the relation between radiometric temperatures and one physical global quantity integrated content is not always determined from theoretical considerations. In all the dual-frequency retrieval models commonly used, the method always consists in the separation of the two water phases based on two radiometric measurements: one at a vapor-sensitive frequency and one at a cloud-sensitive frequency. The variations in the vertical absorption profile are neglected, in particular the temperature one, thus leading to linear expressions that allow an easier resolution of the inverse problem. Through an important set of simulated data, the authors have proved that a new global variable, which allows us to take the temperature profile into account, can greatly improve the modelization of the direct problem. The introduction of this quantity helped the authors to show that the relationship between brightness temperature and liquid water content is a nonlinear one. Even if the analytical inversion of the direct model allows only a relatively small improvement in water vapor and liquid water prediction, the consequences for the inverse problem are also discussed. To improve the existing dual-frequency algorithm, additional information sensitive to temperature profile is needed. For example, a third radiometer frequency can improve the inverse algorithm, but it should be used in a nonlinear expression.
Introduction
The use of ground-based radiometers for measuring the vertically integrated amounts of water vapor and cloud liquid is well established. The principles of dual-frequency measurement of liquid water and water vapor were first proposed by Staelin [1966] and carried on, in particular, by Westwater [1978] . Even if various algorithms are possible, the method always consists of the separation of the two water phases based on two radiometric measurements: one at a vapor-sensitive frequency and one at a cloud-sensitive frequency. Many authors have performed several tests to compare different dual-frequency retrieval methods. Snider et al. [1980] performed an experimental test, Chong Wei et al. [1989] assessed the This suggests that the approximations commonly used concerning the direct model have to be reconsidered. As explained in the next section, neglecting vertical profile dependence and, in particular, the temperature one, leads to obtaining a linear expression relating integrated water content and atmospheric attenuations, which make the inversion problem easier.
Before studying the inverse problem, we propose here to improve the direct problem (often neglected) to select a new global variable that allows us to take the temperature profile into account. For this task a database of simulated data has been built up, and besides all quantities commonly implied, such as radiometric sky temperature Tbf, integrated liquid water content L, and water vapor content V, we added a new physical parameter. We have called it "liquid water temperature" Toe, and it corresponds to the mean physical temperature of clouds. In other words, we want to describe the radiometric sky temperature at frequency f with the following general expression: T¾ = Fz(V, oe,
Classical Approach
The physical basis is that the radiation incident upon a radiometer antenna is a frequency-dependent complex function of the vertical profiles of atmospheric temperature, pressure, water vapor, and liquid water density. We begin this part by reminding readers of the radiative transfer equation; then we present the approximations of the radiative transfer equation inherent in the dual-frequency linear inversion method commonly used.
For the frequency f, the sky brightness temperature observed at the ground surface, for a nonscattering atmosphere, is given by the equation of radiative transfer [Chandrasekhar, 1960] 
where the mean radiating temperature Tmf is a profile and frequency-dependent quantity:
The total attenuation, in decibels, follows from Af = 4.343r(f, o•) = 10 x log Tmf -
For a given frequency in the considered band, the contribution of oxygen to the total attenuation is approximately constant [Rosenkranz, 1975] . Concerning the contribution of water, the mass absorption coefficient is often used to obtain a linear relation between the total attenuation of water vapor Afv (correspondingly, liquid water Aft) and the inte- Then, the inversion of system (9) allows us to estimate the two quantities V and L from atmospheric total attenuation derived by radiometric measurements at two frequencies in using (7). The two frequencies fl and f2 have to be chosen in such a way that the emitted radiation is particularly sensitive to water vapor at one of the frequencies and to cloud liquid water content at the other:
V--½Ov q-½lvAf, q-½2vAf2 A great amount of multifrequency brightness temperature measurements are available for the microwave remote sensing community. Unfortunately, the scarcity of in situ meteorological data concerning cloud systems makes it necessary to tackle the problem through simulated data. In other words, we have selected an important set of representative atmospheric profiles to compare the brightness temperature estimated by means of the direct model (expression (1)) with those computed with the radiative transfer equation (2).
The atmospheric profiles are obtained starting from radio sounding measurements to which liquid water profile has been added (section 3.2). We have -3) as a function of site in both hemispheres twice a day, at midnight and at noon, and so represent a good description of a great number of possible atmospheric conditions from the seasonal and the geographical point of view. Each radio sounding profile in the GARP database contains the following quantities: pressure, temperature, and dew point temperature vertical profiles. Data, hour, latitude, longitude, and altitude are also included. In the framework of this study, we have not considered information concerning wind and cloud coverage, the former being more useful for meteorological studies and the latter being almost qualitative. Vertical radio sounding profiles have been quality checked, and those with maximum height less that 5 km have been eliminated.
Cloud Model
Standard radio sounding measurements, as is well known, do not include measurement of the liquid water density in the atmosphere. As a consequence, it is necessary to use a model to describe its contribution to atmospheric absorption. At first, such a model has to decide about the presence of a cloud, if any, and then to give the liquid water density profile inside it. To assess if a cloud is present or not, an approach well appreciated by other authors has been chosen: A cloud is present if the value of the relative humidity (RH) is greater than 95%. According to this, to each "cloudy" radio sounding profile, that is, to each profile in which the relative humidity is greater than 95%, the liquid water density information has been added. Cloud thickness is then defined by the two height values at which RH = 95%.
Concerning 
Atmospheric Database
Information deduced by radio sounding or defined by cloud model has been used to compute some the first set is used for training, and the second set is used for testing. Table 2 shows the number of atmospheres contained in each of the two sets. The use of this simulated database consisting of radiometric quantities and significant geophysical parameters computed on synthetic atmospheric profiles will allow us to simplify the complex atmospheric transfer function of the atmosphere.
Direct Model
The direct problem, which consists of deducing the brightness temperatures from atmospheric quantities, is rigorously solved by means of the radiative transfer equation (2) (11) where T•f takes the water vapor contribution into account as stated in (14) or (15) and r•f is the "cloudy" contribution to the brightness temperature value. Theoretically, optical depth for water vapor can be subtracted from the overall value, giving the liquid optical depth. This is not true for brightness temperatures. In fact, the water vapor contribution to brightness temperature is not exactly the same whether clouds are present or not. However, as shown in Figure 2 , the liquid water brightness temperature T•f appears to be independent of the integrated water vapor content. This justifies the use of this quantity to study the liquid water dependence. In fact, this abstraction is useful to find the shape of the analytical expression of the direct model. The Toe parameter (equation (13)) plays an important role, since it takes into account both liquid water density inside the cloud and temperature vertical profiles. According to this and to find out the shape of the function we are looking for, we have divided our cloudy synthetic atmospheres database into seven classes, having chosen Toe values (-10 ø < Toe < + 25øC) as criteria. Toe parameterization has led to a narrower shape of scatter diagrams reported in Figure 3 that justify the choice of Toe as a meaningful parameter in detecting liquid water contribution. In fact, a preliminary analysis on these plots has suggested for the fitting function an exponential shape.
The proposed shape for T•f is the following: T•f= m311 -exp (-m4rL L --msL)], (17)
valid for each frequency f considered in the database.
Comparisons and Results
Starting from these considerations, the direct expression for the estimated brightness temperature is The two values that appear for each parameter in Table 4 [1995] shows how soundings from a radio acoustic sounding system and a cloud ceilometer can be incorporated to improved inversion of brightness temperatures. The second consequence is that if only radiometric measurements are allowed, the need of a nonlinear approach is also emphasized. In fact, the necessity of adding a third global parameter TL in the direct model implies the addition of a third brightness temperature at a different frequency in the inverse model. Subsequently, we have to study the improvement of an inverse model obtained in using a three-frequency radiometer.
If we consider (18), we can observe that the relation between the liquid water integrated content L and brightness temperatures has been suggested to be This confirms that for a good estimation it is necessary to take into account vertical structure of the atmosphere and that a lack of knowledge about cloud height in the sky may introduce errors of some tens of kelvins. Moreover, nonlinearity of the relationship between brightness temperature and global parameters V and L has been proved. As a conclusion we can argue that the resolution of the inverse problem with success has to be refined. After this study of the direct model we come to the conclusion that even if the analytical inversion allows a relatively small improvement, a future study consisting of research of a nonlinear three-frequencies algorithm will certainly improve the retrieval of V and L. The use of a neural network model, for example, will present the advantage that it is not necessary to determine the form of the inverse model in advance.
